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Abstract 

In Wireless Sensor Networks, personalization has been seen by researchers as the process of tailoring services to 
fulfill requests of different users with different profiles. This vision ignores that individual sensors commonly have 
different profiles and contexts and therefore different needs. In this paper, we aim at extending personalization by 
allowing sensors to support each other with services that mutually fit their differences. To this end, we propose an 
agent-based framework where sensor nodes delegate software agents (static or mobile) to collect valuable data about 
the neighboring sensors and the spatial characteristics of their surrounding environments. We also show how this 
framework may be used to make the routing and relocation processes more personalized.  
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1. Introduction 

Personalization has been addressed and implemented in a variety of fields. Technological advances 
have been very beneficial in getting closer to users, acquiring their explicit and implicit data, as well as 
acquiring relevant data on their surroundings. In this context, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) can 
improve and expand the quality of services across a wide variety of settings. This is particularly possible 
thanks to the context awareness ability of sensors and their ability to adapt and support new events of 
interest. Several research works (discussed in Section 2) have benefited from those capabilities to deliver 
personalized services to the end-user.   

In this paper, we argue that further benefits could be obtained, not only by delivering personalized 
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services to the end-user, but also by adding personalization within the sensor network itself. This means 
that sensors should not only sense/process/forward/move according to their own capabilities and/or the 
end-user  preferences. They have also to maintain one-to-one relationships with their neighbors, by 
understanding their mutual needs. Sensors have thus to offer personalized services to their next hops to 
achieve sensor-to-sensor personalization. For instance, a sensor node S would only send to its neighbor R 
data in the format that R can process while making sure that R is trustworthy and has enough resources. 
This requires from sensor S to have an updated knowledge about status, capabilities, and 
context. This implies exchanging an important volume of messages that may not be supported by the 
available bandwidth and the current level of energy and processing capabilities of the sensors. It may also 
require collecting contextual data (e.g. characteristics of the space where these neighbors are operating) 
which are not necessary available at any of these neighbors. To this end, we believe that it is important to 
endow sensors with autonomy and intelligence allowing them to provide peers with the right data at the 
right time. Agent technology appears then as a serious candidate for this task.  

An agent is a computer system which acts autonomously in its environment to meet its design 
objectives [1]. Thanks to their autonomy, agents can operate in an environment which is open, highly 
dynamic, uncertain, or complex [1]. Similarly, sensors are required to behave autonomously within a 
distributed network and adapt their behaviors to the changing environment without human intervention. In 
addition, sensors have to collect data about their neighbors (to provide them with personalized services) 
without compromising the overall performance of the network. In this context, the agent community has 
an adequate set of formalisms, algorithms, and methodologies which can address these challenges [2]. 

In the reminder of this paper, Section 2 explores the related works in personalization and agent use in 
WSN. Section 3 presents our agent-based framework which provides sensor-to-sensor personalization by 
allowing sensors to act autonomously and more intelligently. Section 4 outlines our proofs of concept. 
Finally, Section 5 summarizes our contributions and future works. 

2. Related Works 

Several research works, particularly in healthcare applications [3], smart-spaces [4], and mobile 
applications [5], have benefited from WSN capabilities to provide users with personalized services. For 
example, in order to achieve pervasive healthcare environments, sensor networks were used for a variety 
of purposes that ra

 [6]. 
Furthermore, thanks to the micro-nano technologies, the recent types of biomedical sensors are 

allowing personalization to be achieved more efficiently by maintaining and updating user  profile and 
data related to his/her context, general and specific preferences, physical and mental abilities, and other 
relevant parameters [6]. In smart environments, applications generally require situated, individualized, and 
personalized information to give optimal support to the user [7]. In addition to the information stored 
beforehand about the user, data on the current situation and user s activities are commonly acquired by 
on-body and off-body sensors. On-body sensors (e.g., biological signal sensors) are helpful to get the 
implicit feedback of users while off-body sensors have been used to acquire data on a variety of issues, 
including  

Many other examples can be found in the literature. However, most of personalization efforts have 
been performed at the level of services delivered by the sensor network to the end-users. To the best of 
our knowledge, no research work has tackled the issue of personalization within the sensor network at the 
level of sensor-to-sensor communications. This could be explained by the fact that personalization has 
been always seen as an effort aiming to deliver services to a human being (as an end-user). 

Regarding the use of software agents, many agent-based approaches have indeed been proposed to 
solve various problems in sensor networks [8]. More recently, powerful mote platforms have been 
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developed by using intelligent Wireless Sensor Networks (iWSNs) [8]. As energy conservation is one of 
the main concerns in WSN, most agent-based approaches in WSN aim at enhancing the node life, in 
particular by introducing mobile agents. Indeed, mobile agents, when used in WSN, reduce the message
traffic and thus save energy [8]. For example, in [9], mobile agents are used to reduce the communication 
cost by moving the processing function to the data rather than bringing the data to the sink. Each mobile
agent has to carry a code to the source nodes and brings back aggregated data to the sink. In [10], the 
authors propose to reduce energy consumption of the WSN to forecast water quality- by using data 
aggregation algorithms whereby mobile intelligent agents act as dynamic clustering points in the network.
In [11], mobile agents store and gather metadata from nodes while minimizing route cost and maximizing
battery level of sensors. The use of agents (particularly the mobile ones) does not only save energy. They
may also allow a more efficient memories [8]. Indeed, since running all codes on a given
node is often expensive and sometimes infeasible due to restrictions on local memory and processor,
mobile agents can be deployed to support code distribution between sensors [12, 13]. In terms of 
conceptualization, several research works have modeled sensor nodes as software agents (not mobile) to
achieve adaptive data sampling (e.g., [14]), improve task assignment (e.g., [2]), and make data routing
more efficient (e.g., [15]). In the next section, we propose a framework where each sensor can delegate
some of its tasks to a mobile agent. This latter migrates to other nodes/platforms to collect relevant data
which are needed to offer personalized services to next hops.

3. Agent-based Frameworkk

3.1. General Concepts

Fig. 1 shows a layered framework which design philosophy has been inspired by the layered
simulation model in [16]. The framework builds a parallel between a Real World (where the WSN is
deployed to manage/monitor real resources) and a Virtual World (where software agents can behave/act
on behalf of the real sensors).

Fig. 1. General view of our agent-based framework

In order to offer a personalized service to its neighbor, a sensor node has to take into account the
environment context, the requirements and constraints of its neighbors, as well as its own goals and
restrictions. To this end, and under such circumstances, the Real World environment is not necessary the
best place for the following four reasons:
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 The process may involve the collaboration of several sensors with a high volume of exchanged 
messages. Communication is the main energy consumer function of a sensor. 

 Offering a personalized service to the other nodes may require from a given sensor more processing. 
This is often very difficult if not unfeasible due to its limited memory and CPU.  

 The decision/action of each sensor may depend on the spatial characteristics of the surrounding space 
(elevation, slope, etc.) and the location of the other resources/sensors. These data are, at best, partially 
available for a single node in the real world. 

 Individual sensors have only a partial vision of the overall environment (status of the global network, 
context, etc.). As each sensor is only aware of its neighborhood, the undertaken actions are not 
necessary positive for the overall network.  

At original sensor node At neighbor sensor At GIS-based host

Data required by sensor
[¬A or E] and [B and ¬C and D]

/ migrate to neighbor

Legend. A: feasible from original sensor; B: enough bandwidth for migration; C: many sensors needed for interaction; D: required data available at 
neighbor node; E: Interaction by message more expensive than migration; ¬: not.

Data required by sensor
[¬A or E] and [B and C or D]
/ migrate to GIS-based host

Data required by sensor
[¬B or ¬E]

/ send messages to original sensor

Collected data to be delivered
[¬B or ¬E]

/ send messages to original sensor

Data required by sensor
[A and ¬E] or [¬B]

Collected data to be delivered
[B and E]

/ migrate to original node

Data required by sensor
[¬A or E] and [B and ¬C 

and D]
/ migrate to neighbor

 

Fig. 2. State diagram of Mobile Agent (MA)  

     To overcome the four problems depicted above, we endow each physical sensor S with two software 
agents: a Stationary Agent (SA) which resides in node S and a Mobile Agent (MA) which is initially at S 
but can migrate to a neighbor node or to a more enhanced Virtual World depending on the situation. The 
state diagram of Fig. 2 depicts the different cases of MA migration. Basically, MA will leave its original 
node S only if personalizing a service at S would be expensive in terms of communication/energy or 
unfeasible for lack of data. MA may then migrate to one/few neighbor node(s) in order to 
collect/exchange relevant data. In some cases, when the process requires a big number of nodes and/or 
implies data which is not available within the sensors (e.g., spatial data), MA has to migrate to an 
enhanced Virtual World (mainly, a GIS-based host).  

3.2. Virtual World 

     The Virtual World is a platform where software agents can: (i) meet (i.e. exchange local messages) 
each other to share data (about their original sensor nodes) and (ii) optionally, access to the GIS data to 
apprehend the geographic characteristics of the space surrounding the current location of their original 
sensors (if such data is needed to offer a personalized service) as well as the resources to be 
managed/monitored (represented by stationary objects or agents [16]). Concretely, if MAs aim at meeting 
to exchange data between them, the Virtual World could be simply a super node with extended memory 
and CPU capacities. However, if MAs need to access to the GIS data, the Virtual World would rather be a 
remote host (with extended processing and energy capacities) where a dedicated software platform 
provides MAs with spatial data (GIS database).  
     The MA, once its work is done within the remote node or platform, has to communicate with its 
original node S (more precisely with the SA) in order to feed it with the data required to offer a 
personalized service to  neighbors. The MA has then to choose between migrating to S and sending a 
message to S. This choice depends on the network status and the volume of data to be sent (Fig. 2). 
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The selection of the Virtual World and the association of each sensor to a particular Virtual World are not 
discussed in this paper. We mainly aim here at demonstrating the benefits of such meeting infrastructure. 
We can summarize the advantages as follows: 
 Most of the inter-agent messages are local (in the Virtual World environment). Even a high traffic of 

exchanged messages will not really affect the performance of the WSN. Agent migration, if any, is 
the only significant overhead. However, a well-designed agent-based middleware platform may 
provide basis for the good performance of WSN applications [8].   

 Agents within the Virtual World can benefit from the extended capacities in terms of memory and 
CPU which are required to process data required later on for personalization. They can also get 
updated data about status/attributes of the many other sensors represented by their MAs. 

 Each agent in the enhanced Virtual World (with GIS capabilities) has full access to all relevant data 
(needed to offer a better personalized service) including the spatial data of the surrounding space. 

3.3. Personalization via Sensor Enhanced Capabilities 

In order to enable sensors to provide personalized services to neighboring peers, sensors (and/or their 
agents) have to be endowed with extra capabilities, namely, semantic-awareness, trust-awareness, and 
space-awareness (see Fig .3). Basically, sensor-based personalization may be carried out at three stages: 
data acquisition, data processing, and data communication. For instance, when a sensor, initially in an idle 
state, receives a request to acquire some data, it starts by assessing, if necessary, its own trust (using for 
example [17]) on the sender of the message. If this sender is trustworthy, the receiver starts by checking 
the data type requested. If this data type is not supported, the sensor notifies the sender that it is unable to 
acquire the requested data. Otherwise, the sensor identifies the needed data accuracy and sampling rate 
then collects that data. If data analysis is necessary, the sensor may carry out some processing, such as 
data filtering, data aggregating, and data formatting with respect to the expected level of details. Once the 
personalization of data processing is achieved, the sensor carries out the personalization of data 
communication by setting up the size of data packages while taking into account the QoS requirements of 
the beneficiary peer. In the three cases (data acquisition, processing, or communication), if the output is 
not personalized as expected, the receiver sensor may make some recommendations to the peer based 
upon its awareness about the current situation and its surroundings. 

Fig. 3 summarizes the different capabilities of our sensors. Each sensor has the three common 
capabilities which are Processing, Routing, and Communication in addition to Relocation for mobile 
sensors. We propose to add four other capabilities to achieve personalization: 
 Space-awareness: a sensor S needs to know the characteristics of the space in which it is operating in 

order to provide a better service to its peers. For example, knowing that a geographic obstacle (e.g., 
mountain or hill) is between S and its receiver, may push sensor S to move to be reachable by its 
receiver. Space-awareness requires data which is provided by the Virtual World (equipped with GIS). 

 Trust-awareness: a sensor may need to know if a neighbor node from/to which it gets/sends a message 
is trustworthy or not. This implies different processing (e.g., by encrypting data) or routing (e.g., by 
choosing another route) if the destination node is more or less trustworthy. Data about sensors 
trustworthiness may be collected at the sensor itself (via its SA) based on its own experience with the 
targeted node or at the Virtual World (via its MA) based on the feedback of the other nodes. 

 Semantic-awareness: a sensor may perform a smarter forwarding if it can understand the semantic of 
the data. It will then avoid sending useless data to sensors. More details are in [18]. 

 Mobility (of agent): this capability is supported by the MA and aims at collecting the necessary data 
from the Virtual World to feed all the other capabilities (as shown in Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Sensor endowed with extra capabilities 

3.4. Discussing Enhanced Capabilities 

     Endowing sensors with the enhanced capabilities mentioned above requires discussing their impact on 
two main sensor constraints, namely, computing complexity and energy usage. In particular, agents, when 
embedded in devices such as sensors, must be circumspect in their use of energy since these nodes are 
often very constrained by nature [19]. It is here worth mentioning that mobile agents, when used in WSN, 
reduce the message traffic and thus save energy [8]. Several research works (see Related Works) have 
indeed confirmed this. In addition, in our framework, agents migrate only if this does not affect the 
bandwidth (see Fig. 2). Second, the Space-awareness capability implies being in a Virtual World (with 
GIS data) where resources (computation and energy) are relatively abundant. Finally, making sensors 
aware of the trustworthiness of their neighbors and the semantic of the forwarded data requires from each 
sensor to collect data (from its neighborhood) and performs extra processing. Nevertheless, when these 
tasks are performed by the MA in the Virtual World (e.g., a super node with extended memory and CPU 
capacities), the WSN overall performance is not really affected. The network may provide better services 
(by supporting trust and semantic) at a cost of installing more super nodes (if necessary), allowing agents 
to migrate through the network (when possible), and adding little complexity on super nodes (where 
resources are not as critical as in simple sensor nodes). The only case where simple sensor nodes may 
have to perform significant extra processing are when MAs cannot migrate (e.g., due to limited 
bandwidth) to the Virtual World. In this situation, a sensor which is running out of resources may suspend 
its personalization activities and focus on its primary functions (data acquisition, processing, and routing). 
To conclude here, sensors endowed with enhanced capabilities offer better services to each other and thus 
to the end-users. However, this implies more or less extra usage of resources (energy and processing). We 
think that each WSN designer, depending on the constraints and objectives, has to find a compromise 
between quality of service (provided by the enhanced sensor capabilities) and resource usage.  

4. Proofs of Concept and Implementation  

     In this section we present two different proofs of concept to the framework presented in Section 3. 
The two illustrations concern two main tasks of sensors, namely, routing and relocation. They show how 
the principles of our framework can be used to provide more personalized routing and relocation. 
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Fig. 4. Virtual World-based architecture for personalization-based routing 

     Regarding the routing problem, most of existing routing protocols are based on one main criterion -
power consumption- at the expense of other aspects such as reliability, security, or efficiency [20]. To 
achieve a more sensor-to-sensor personalized routing, many requirements have to be taken into account 
apart from power saving, namely, sensor mobility, location, space, semantics, quality of service, and 
trust/security [20]. In [20] we already proposed a generic multi-criteria routing framework where the 
selection of the best neighbor hop (to which data should be forwarded) is personalized according to the 
environment (context), the end-user 
constraints and requirements (sensor-to-sensor personalization). As suggested by our framework in [20], 
the sender node S chooses the next hop based on among other criteria- the data (level of energy, 
location, supported security level, semantic capabilities, etc.) collected about its neighbors. To support 
this framework, we use the agent-based framework of the present paper. More specifically, each sensor 
node S may use a mobile agent MA (if the conditions are met, see Fig. 2.  
neighbors or to the GIS-enhanced Virtual World according to the context. MAs are thus responsible of 
collecting/exchanging data between each other on behalf of their original sensors. The Virtual World is 
implemented as a java application alimented by a GIS database to mimic the Real World space (see Fig. 
4). The sensor-like behavior (e.g., routing algorithms) of agents within the Virtual World is ensured by 
the WSN simulator engine Castalia. Currently, agents are created at the java platform (Virtual World) as 
the agent migration between the Real and Virtual World is not yet coded. Our priority was in fact to prove 
the concept of the agent-based Virtual World as a tool to achieve sensor-to-sensor personalization. Our 
experiments show that routes found by agents are much more personalized than those delivered by 
traditional routing algorithms. When a node n receives a packet (to be routed until a final destination S1) 
it selects the most appropriate next hop to forward data based on the semantics, the QoS, and the security 
level supported at each neighbor node as well as its location. This is the sensor-to-sensor personalization 
facet. Node n compiles thus a lot of data (which would be collected by MA) about its neighbors in order 
to choose the right sensor. Moreover, depending on the end-
different weights of the selection criteria applied to each neighbor. This is the end-user personalization 
facet. Consequently, the combination of the two personalization facets determines the final routing path. 
This path is not necessary the shortest (Fig. 5.a). For instance, if the level of security supported at each 
neighbor node is the main selection criterion, the route is longer but certainly more secure. More 
details/results about our personalization-based routing framework and can be found in [20]. 
     Concerning the relocation problem, we pointed out in [21] that relocating sensors in a dynamic large-
scale environment, such as a forest in fire, is not an easy task and thus has to be planned carefully. To deal 
with this problem, we proposed to plan the relocation in a Virtual World, which is synchronized with the 
real environment. In this Virtual World, we combine both simulation-based planning and agent-based 
planning to conduct relocation. We used, as Virtual World with GIS capabilities, the MAGS platform [22] 
which enables thousands of space-aware agents to interact in a virtual geographic environment (in 2D and  
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3D). However, we did not implement the agent migration process yet. Our aim was only to prove that 
within an enhanced Virtual World agents are capable of finding much better relocation plans than what 
sensors would have done. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Shortest routing path (b) Most secure routing path   

5. Conclusion and Future Works 

     In this paper, we proposed an agent-based framework for WSN where sensor nodes delegate software 
agents (static or mobile) to collect valuable data about the neighboring sensors and the surrounding 
environment. It also gives accessibility to more refined data (GIS). All this data can then be used by 
sensor nodes to provide personalized services to each other. Our framework also shows the 
complementarity between physical sensors and software agents: while sensors are getting data from the 
field (Real World), agents are collecting data from the Virtual World. Putting both types of data together 
makes sensor nodes more intelligent and more autonomous.  
     We have already showed, in previous research, how sensor-to-sensor personalization can be achieved 
for specific tasks such as routing and relocation. The present work actually gives the supporting 
framework for these applications. We are currently working on defining other aspects and applications for 
the sensor-to-sensor personalization. We are particularly interested in endowing sensors with a stronger 
trust and reputation model so that they can provide more secure services to their neighbors, with more 
semantic awareness to avoid forwarding useless data to the other sensors, and with more space awareness 
to provide services which can take the geographic characteristics into account.       
     Regarding the agent technology, we are working on building our own platform which will be able to 
provide agents with mobility, space awareness, and efficiency. We are indeed confident about the 
importance of this technology to solve many WSN issues. Indeed, even experimental sensor agent 
technology has become sufficiently reliable for operational use in the field. We do believe that the 
permanent deployment of sensor-agent networks is close. 
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